Abstract-This study tried to explore cause of Cibaduyut image decay as Bandung tourist destination for shoe shopping from both functional and emotional components and to clarified whether image or other factor that give more influences on visiting decision. Qualitative approach was employed by interviewing 20 shoe craftsmen, 6 small-medium shoe enterprises, and 17 consumers to collect primary data. The result showed that both functional and emotional components have given impact to Cibaduyut Image. However, the image did not give effect to visiting decision.
I. INTRODUCTION
Image was considered to be an important factor influencing tourists to visit a destination [1] [2] [3] [4] . Image itself was formed by two principal components: functional (cognitive) and emotional (affective) where functional component is related to tangible characteristics which is easily measured, while emotional component is manifested by feelings derived from individual experiences and from the processing of information on various attributes of a destination [5] [6] . These two components furthermore developed to be attribute-based component and holistic component [7] . Researchers have agreed that destination image is dynamic rather than static [1] [8] [9] [10] . Several studies was conducted to explore the dynamic nature of destination image focusing on various aspects such as the role of an event or accident [11] , the function of visitor experience [12] , and individual's image over time [13] . However which component has given more influence to destination image change has not been clearly identified.
In the case of Cibaduyut image as a local handmade shoe shopping destination in Bandung Indonesia, the causes of its image decay were considered more from the functional component such as the product [14] [15], the enterprises [16] , the management system [17] , while the emotional component was ignored. This study tried to explore on both components of destination image and clarified whether image or other factor that give more influences on visiting decision.
II. METHODS
This study employed qualitative method by gathering secondary data from literatures including 10 journal articles, 10 online news reports, and 3 youtube videos about Cibaduyut problems related to its image directly or indirectly published between 2010 and 2015. Primary data was collected from interviewing 20 shoe craftsmen and 6 small-medium enterprises during 4 days. The data was analyzed to identify differences or changes especially in subject to the functional component. While collecting data to analyze the emotional component, interview of 17 participants was done during the same time of interviewing the craftsmen and enterprises. Demographic and psychographic characteristics of 17 participants are shown in table 1. Unlike the past, the shoe business in Cibaduyut now requires huge capital to survive because the transaction system is in credit. The sold products are not paid directly in cash. The results are enterprises with limited capital at a rate of tens millions rupias will have to wait for their money back to produce more shoes. It impact on the craftsmen who rely on their life only from the shoe making. They are now only earn income only when received order. At this point, working as a shoe craftsman is considered no longer able to meet the needs of everyday life. Then many shoe craftsmen switch their professions to another job that is better able to support their everyday lives. Number decreasing of shoe craftsmen is threatening the existence of knowledge and skills to make shoes for generations that have long been a tradition of indigenous people in Cibaduyut. Besides, raw material that mainly genuine leather is getting hard to find and expensive. While at the marketing level the main problems are the issue of branding and partnership. Several shoe enterprises are ignorant to arrange their brand licensing to Industrial and Trading Department, so they cannot sell their shoes with their own brand. To sell it they do a partnership with Gruty as the brand owner. However, profit share seemed unfair to them and the payment was often faltered.
In 2010 when Indonesia-China free trade system was put into effect, various brand of imported shoes flooded Indonesia. Cibaduyut retailers, which are now 90% owned by settlers, 60% are from Padang and 30% are from outside West Java, only 10% owned by indigenous people of Cibaduyut, are only concerned about the economic aspects of their business which is profit. Compare to Cibaduyut shoes, the purchase price of imported shoes are much cheaper. It means by selling imported shoes with the relative same price the retailers can earn higher profits. At the end, the Cibaduyut shoes production that have been declining become more down since high production rates cannot be suppressed and it cause high prices that do not provide many advantages for the retailers. On the other hand, buyers are now offered more choices of brand and price. They are likely to be fond of the imported brand since it has more stylish and modern in fashion and also cheaper.
Result from interviewing 20 shoe craftsmen, and 6 shoe enterprises showed several differences, especially at the level of marketing. Unfair partnership that only give benefit on one side is now getting left behind. They are now more aware of branding and get benefit from it. They can choose partner to distribute and market their products wisely based on mutual beneficial. Some distributors work with them are owners of famous brand and their market are very large across Indonesia. Internet also help them to market their products widely all over the world by themselves. They have already use several online shopping sites and even create their own sites to market their products.
At the production level the unstable and high price of raw material and capital are considered still be a problem. However, they tried to solve it by using synthetic leather imported from China, while capital problem is now received special attention from the government. State banks facilitate small-medium enterprises by giving them credit loans. It is ranging from 500 million rupiah to 15 billion rupiah with repayment rate of 98%. Beside the two problems above, the number of shoe craftsmen is also still considered insufficient since many switch profession at any time they think can get better pay from other jobs, but now settler from various area in West Java are getting employed. It is good at one side but bad for another, especially in a subject of regeneration of indigenous craftsmen and their traditional skills. This problem effected on innovation since young generation of Cibaduyut now prefer to get another job and most older craftsmen who still working found difficulties on making shoes in new model. Several small enterprises have already had their own brand, but most of them still produce no brand product due to high price of brand licensing. As a short cut several dishonest enterprises produced and copying famous brand products and sell them with very low price. China imported shoes are still become number one competitor since their products are cheaper and more fashionable especially on women and children shoes. Moreover, after ACFTA, in 2016 AEC was also put into effect which enable products from Malaysia and other ASEAN countries become new competitors to Cibaduyut.
Unfortunately, consumer as the main component in forming Cibaduyut image seems to be neglected by researchers and journalists. The consumers, especially Indonesian, were assumed prefer more to purchase imported products because considered more prestigious and yet cheaper on some case such as China products. Was it a real fact or just an assumption? There is no research found to clarify it yet. So, here one attempt to clarify above assumption based on the data. 17 participants interviewed answered they know Cibaduyut and its image was as shoe shopping area, but only 11 of them knew about the handmade shoes' production in this area. When questioned again about which country made shoes they wore, all of them checked it first, then 9 of them answered that it was made in China (5), Vietnam (2), USA (1), and UK (1). The rest of 8 participants could not find the country name made their shoes, so they assumed it was made in Indonesia. They were also questioned about their preference when purchasing a pair of shoes. Most of them (14) answered model as their first preferences and the rest 3 participant preferred fit feeling came the first. Their answers indicated that "made in" or "made of" title never be their first priority. Moreover, when they asked again which one they will choose between imported and domestic products? All of them (17) answered to choose domestic one. Here, we found that Indonesian consumers' less love of domestic production was just an assumption and not the real fact. Furthermore, one tried to find out more the reasons they choose domestic product. They explained it with different words but have one similar meaning which is feeling of nationality as Indonesian. However, some (3) explained several cases where they could only buy imported product or trusted brand such as ballet shoes and sport shoes. The last question to be asked was whether they will go to Cibaduyut to purchase shoes and why for both answers "yes" or "no". All of participants (17) said "no" and 9 of them with "but" they will go when they need to order shoes with specific model they want. The reasons were mostly (14) because they can purchase shoes at many stores at malls or shopping centers and the rest 3 of them answered that Cibaduyut is not around their neighborhood or impractical to go to a such distance place only to buy a pair of shoes. Above result clearly indicated that although consumers have the image of Cibaduyut as a shoe shopping area, but it does not make them to go there to purchase products, and the reason why they are not going is more because there are alternative places around that considered more practical to them to access and purchase the same products.
The last participants' answer implied that consumers now need more than just "one attraction" to influence their decision to go to a destination. They preferred malls or shopping centers not only to buy shoes, but also to fulfill their other needs such as window shopping, bring their children to have fun, or to have a cup of coffee in a coffee bar. One thing also need to be taken as an account is that several research have found Asians had stronger impulsive buying behavior than Caucasians, especially people living in developed countries [18] [19] [20] . So it make sense that consumers chose not to go to Cibaduyut since they found there were not many attractions or activities they could do there beside purchasing shoes. Although shopping sometimes could be the main motivation for a tourist to go to a destination, but a destination should be able to provide services for various tourists' needs attached to their motivation of shopping.
IV. CONCLUTION
The internal and external problems faced by Cibaduyut have given impacts to its image. It is decaying from Bandung most famous handmade leather shoes center in 1990s era to only a shoe shopping center now. The last image is one attached to many Indonesian consumers (17:11) . This image do not give effect on their visiting decision. The reason is more on the attraction provide by Cibaduyut as a destination that cannot fulfill their various needs beside purchasing shoes. However, this study still have its limitations, especially in quantitative data with larger samples. So it need an extended study in quantitative data analysis to provide more valid evidence on this result.
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